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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose r 2 0, a 20 are given real numbers, C( [ -Y, a], R”) is the 
Banach space of continuous functions mapping the interval C-r, a] into 
R” with the norm 11$11 :=~up~~r~~,~~l&0)1, I@~([ -r, a], R”) is the 
linear space of absolutely continuous functions from C--Y, a] to R” having 
essentially bounded derivatives; for 4 E W’l,m( [ -r, a], R”) we define 
Ml1 = I& -r)l + j2 Id(s)I ds and lldll” = M-r)l + es wes C-r,al &W. 
If a = 0 we denote these spaces simply by C and W’,“. If f: R*” + R” is a 
smooth function, then for each 0 6 z < r and 4 E C the initial value problem 
i(t) =f(x(t), x(t-- T)) for t>O 
(1.1) 
x(t) = d(t) for -r<t<O 
has a unique solution x(7,4) which is defined on an interval C-r, LX], for 
some tl > 0, and is continuous in (z, 4). This solution is smooth in 4 (see 
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Hale [S]), but in this context the same is not true with respect o r. If we 
choose W’, O” with norm IIf 11’ as our basic space, then x(7,4) will be 
smooth in r. This result is stated precisely as Theorem 3.1 and proved in 
Section 3. The tool used in the proof is an extension of the Uniform 
Contraction Principle which we formulate in Section 2. 
The choice of ( W1,m, 11. (I’) as our basic space of functions is very impor- 
tant in obtaining the above result. This choice was motivated by some 
remarks made by Melvin in [ 5,6] (and also by Driver in [2]), where this 
space plays an important role in the study of continuous dependence of 
solutions of neutral functional differential equations. 
2. AN EXTENSION OF THE UNIFORM CONTRACTION PRINCIPLE 
Let IV, A be metric spaces, A4 complete, and T: M x A -+ M be a uniform 
contraction, that is, there is 0 < f3 < 1 such that d( T(x, A), T( y, A)) < 
0d(x, y) for x, y E M, 1 E A. Then, for each J. E A, T( ., A.) has a unique 
fixed point g(1). This defines a map g: A + M by g(A) = T( g(l), A). 
Furthermore, if the map I + T(x, A) is continuous for each x E M (or 
lipschitzian in 1 with Lipschitz constant K independent on A.), then g is 
continuous (or lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant K( 1 - f3) - ’ ). 
Concerning the differentiability properties of g we have the following result 
(see, for example, Chow and Hale [ 11). 
Uniform Contraction Principle. Let U, V be open sets in Banach spaces 
A’, Y, let 0 be the closure of U, T: Ox V+ rf a uniform contraction on 
u, and let g(y) be the unique fixed point of T( ., y). If TE Ck( l? x V, X), 
O<k<oo, thengECk(V,X). 
Our objective here is to extend this result to a class of non-Banach- 
normed spaces. We need some definitions and notation. Let E be a linear 
space with two norms: 1.1 and N; for each R> 0, we denote 
B := (xc E; N(x) d R}. We say E is quasi-Bunach space iff, for each 
R%, (B R,N, I . I ) is a complete metric space. 
In order to avoid confusion between these two norms, we will emphasize 
the norm N when referring to it; that is, the expression open will mean 
open in the norm 1.1, the expression N-open will mean open in the norm 
N, and so on. 
It is easy to see that every Banach space is quasi-Banach space. The 
Sobolev space W’,“O ([a, b], R”) of absolutely continuous functions map- 
ping the interval [a, 61 into R” with essentially bounded derivatives is also 
a quasi-Banach space with norms defined by 141 := Id(a)1 + ji l&s)1 ds and 
N(4) := Id(a)1 + ess supBE ra,b3 l&0)1, for 4 in W’,O”( [a, 61, R”). In this 
space, we also have the properties: 141 <max{ 1, b-u} N(4), and 
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( W1,ao( [a, 61, R”), N) is a Banach space. If E is a quasi-Banach space, we 
define 
E(E) := {T: E + E, T is linear and there is a constant K> 0 
suchthat ITxl<Klxl andN(Tx)<KN(x),forxEE}. 
For TE L(E) we define I TI , := sup,,, G I 1 Txl and N,(T) := SUP,(~,. I N( TX). 
It is easy to see that l(E) is a linear space, nontrivial if E# {0}, and ) . 1,) 
N, are norms in Z(E). 
LEMMA 2.1. If E is a quasi-Banach space, then z(E) is also a quasi- 
Banach space. 
Proof: Let R > 0 and {F, } be a Cauchy sequence in BR, N, := { T E L(E), 
N,(T) <R}. Then N(F,x) <RN(x) for x E E; and, for every E > 0, there is 
an n, such that IF,x -F,xl < ~1x1 for m, n >n, and XE E. This implies 
that, for each x E E, {F,,x} is a Cauchy sequence in BRNCx,,N c E. Since 
B RN(xj,N is complete, there exists an y in BRN(xJ,N such that IF,x - yl + 0 
as n + co. This defines a map T: E + E by TX := y = lim,, oc F”x. It 
is easy to see that T is linear, and since TX is in BRN(xJ,N, we 
have N(Tx)<RN(x). Letting m-+co in IF,~-F~xl<~lxl, we get 
IF,x- Txl d~lxl for n>n, and XE E, and then JTxl< IFn,,xI + 
IF,,x-Txl~(JF,,(,+&)IxI. Thus TEB,,,, and IF,-Tl,+O as n+co. 
Therefore (BR,N,, I .I, ) is complete. 
The next lemma gives a Neumann series representation for inverses in 
quasi-Banach spaces. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose E is a quasi-Banach space and G E E(E) is such that 
IGI,<tI, N,(G)<tI,forsomeO<e<l. Then: 
(a) I-G has an inoerse which belongs to E(E): [(I-G)- ‘I,< 
(1 -ej-1, N,((Z-G))‘)<(l -e)-1; 
(b) the series C,“=, G” converges to (I-G)..‘; 
(c) [(I-G)-‘-I-GI,=O(IGIf), as IGJ,+O. 
Proof. Let S, :=c;=O Gj. Since lGkll ~0 and N,(Gk)6 (N1(G))k<ek, 
we have ~jo3_01GJ116(1-8)-1 and x,&Nr(Gj)<(l--e))‘, which 
implies {S,} is a Cauchy sequence in the complete metric space B,, ~ Bj-l,N,. 
Hence there exists SE Bc1--8j-l,N, such that IS,-- SI, -+ 0 as n -+ co, 
that is, S= C,“=, G”. From (I- G)S, = I- Gnfl = S,(Z- G) and 
1% + m lG”+‘I, =O, we have (I-G)S=Z=S(Z-G), that is, (Z-G))’ 
exists and is given by (I-G))‘=x.,“=,G”, which implies [(I-G))‘l,,< 
(l-e)-‘, and from N((Z-G)x)>N(x)-N(Gx)>(l--8)N(x) we get 
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N,((Z- G))‘) < (l--0)-‘. This proves (a) and (b). Finally we note that 
(I- G))’ -I- G = G* C,“=O G” = G*(Z- G)-‘, and (c) follows. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose E is a quasi-Banach space and T, T-’ E E(E). 
Then, for any HE I(E) such that IHI 1 < 1 T- ‘1; ’ and N,(H) < 
(N,(T~‘))~‘, T+H is invertible, (T+H)~‘=C,“=,(T-‘H)“T-‘, and 
~(T+H)-‘-T-l+T-lHT-l(l=O(~H~;), as IHI,+O. 
Proof: We write T+ H = T(Z+ T- ‘H) and apply Lemma 2.2. 
If E is a quasi-Banach space, U is a nonempty set, G: U + E(E), and 
thereexists0<8<1 such that IG(y)l,<fIandN,(G(y))<8forally~U, 
then we define the map @: U -+ L(E), by 
Q(Y) = (I- G(Y))-‘. (2.1) 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose E is quasi-Banach space, U is a metric space, 
G: U-+ E(E) is continuous, and there exists 0 < 6’~ 1 such that IG( y)l 1 < 8 
and N,(G( y)) 6 8, for y E U. Then the map @ defined by (2.1) is continuous. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2 we have (Z-G(y))-’ = C,“=, (G(y))“. Since the 
convergence is uniform, it follows that (I- G))’ is continuous. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose E is quasi-Banach space, Y is a normed space, 
UC Y is open, G: U + Z(E) is Ck, and there exists 0 < 8 < 1 such that 
IG( y)l 1 6 8 and N,(G( y)) d tl for y E U. Then the map 0 defined by (2.1) 
is Ck. 
ProoJ Suppose k = 1. Let y0 E U, h E Y, such that y, + h E U. If 
R(h):=G(y,+h)-G(y,)-DG(y,)h, then IW)l,=o(Ilhll), as VII -to. 
Since I- G( y,) and I- G( y, + h) are invertible, it follows from 
Corollary 2.3 that 
I~(Yo+h)-~(y,)+~(yo)~G(y,)h~(yo)l~ 
6 l~(yo+h)-~(y,)+~(yo)(oG(y,)h+R(h))~(~,)l, 
+ I@(Yo) R(h) @(Y,)I 1 
= I(Z-G(y,)--G(y,)h-R(h))-‘-~(y,) 
+ @(yoWG(y,)h + WI) @(yo)lI 
+ I@(Yo) R(h) WYJ 1 
=4I~G(y,P+Nh)l,)+ l@(~cJNh) @(Y,)I, 
=o(llhll), as llhll -+O. 
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This shows @ is differentiable at y, with 
D@(Yo)~ = -@(Yo) WY,) I@. (2.2) 
It is clear from this expression that D@ is continuous, that is, @ is C’. 
Now assume the result holds for k - 1 (k > 1) and G is Ck. Then (2.2) 
implies D@ is Ck-i, that is, @ is Ck. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose E is a quasi-Banach space, Y is a normed 
space: 
(a) Zf T: Y -+ l(E) is (I .I, and N,)-continuous (this means continuity 
with respect to both norms in L(E)), then the set U := { y E Y; (Ty)-’ E 
E(E)} is open; 
(b) Zf V is a nonempty open subset of Y, T: V --) Z(E) is C’, and 
(Ty)-’ E z(E) for any y E V, then the map Y: V + E(E), Y(y) := (Ty)-’ 
is Ck. 
Proof: (a) If y0 E U, then since T is (I . ( , and N, )-continuous, 
there exists 6 > 0 such that IT( y, + h) - T( y,)l 1 < (Ty,)-’ and 
N,(T( y, -t h) - Ty,) < (N1(TyO))-‘, if llhll < 6. It follows from 
Corollary 2.3 that (T( y, + h))- ’ exists and is in Z(E). Thus U is open. 
(b) Let yO~ V. There is a neighborhood W of OE Y such that y, + 
WC V and I(Ty,)-‘(DT(y,)h+R(h))(, <8 and N,((Ty,)-‘(DT(y,)h+ 
R(h))) < 19. Since for any h E W, (T( y, f h))-’ = (I+ (Ty,)-‘(DT( y,)h + 
R(h)))-‘(Ty,)-‘, Lemma 2.5 implies that T is Ck in yO+ W. 
We are now able to state and prove a uniform contraction principle in 
quasi-Banach spaces. After the preparations in the above lemmas, the proof 
is essentially the same as that one given in [ 11. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose E is a quasi-Banach space, Y is a normed space, 
U c E is open, D denotes the closure of U, V c Y is open, and T: 0 x V -+ 0 
satisfies: 
(a) T is a uniform (1. I and N)-contraction on 0; that is, there 
exists 0 < 19 < 1 such that I T(x,, y) - T(x,, y)J 6 B/x, - x21 and 
N(T(x,, y)-T(x,, y))<oN(x,-x,)forx,,~~~uandy~V; 
(b) for each p>O there exists R>O such that T((UnBB,,,)x V,)c 
on B&V where V, := ( y E V; II yJI < p}; 
(c) T is Ck on ox V, k> 1. 
Then, for each y E V, there exists a unique fixed point g(y) of T( ., y) in i;i 
and the map g is Ck in V. 
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If, in addition, there is a neighborhood U, of U such that T is analytic in 
U, x V, then g is analytic in V. 
Proof. The existence of g(y) is clear from Banach fixed point theorem. 
We prove that g is a Ck map. 
Suppose k = 1. By hypothesis (a) we have IDxT(x, y)] i < 6’ and 
N,(D,T(x, y))<8 for (x, y)~ ux V which implies (I-D,T(x, y))-’ is in 
E(E) and is continuous in (x, y). Let 
WY) :=(Z-D,T(g(y),y))-‘D,T(g(y), ~1. (2.3) 
We have to show that Ig(y+h)-g(y)-M(y)hl =o(I(hll), as (IhI +O. Let 
y=y(h):=g(y+h)-g(y); then 
Y = TMy) + Y, Y + h) - TMy), Y) 
=D,Tk(y), Y)Y+D,TMY), YPfA (2.4) 
A=T(g(y)+~,y+h)-T(g(y),~)-D,T((~),y)~-D,T(g(y),y)h. 
Since T is C’, for any 0 <E < 1 - 8, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
I~Y, h)l 6 4114 + llhll) if lyl < 6, llhll < 6. From (2.4) we get 
if Jlhll < 6. Therefore IA(y(h), h)l < ~(1 + k) ljhll if 0 <E < 1 - 19 and llhll -C 6. 
From (2.4) we also have 
(Z-DxTk(y), Y))(Y -Wy)h)=AW), h). 
Therefore 
ly(h)-WyV4 <s llhll 
for any 0 < E < 1 - 8 and Ilh 11 < 6. This implies g is differentiable and 
Dg( y)h = M( y)h. From (2.3) it is clear that Dg is continuous, that is, g 
is C’. 
Now suppose the result holds for k - 1 (k > 1) and T is Ck. It follows 
from Lemma 2.5 that (I- D,T(g(y), y)))’ is Ck-‘, and this implies that 
g is Ck. 
In the analytic case, for each YE V, there is a complex neighborhood of 
(g(y), y) on which T is analytic and a uniform contraction. The above 
argument proves differentiability in this complex neighborhood and thus 
analyticity of g. 
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3. DIFFERENTIABILITY OF SOLUTIONS OF 
DELAY-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
The following notation for sets and norms will be used in this section: for 
r>O, cc>O, ,LI>O denote 
WL” .- .- W’,co( [ -Y, 01, R”), and 11q5111 := I& -r)l +JYr I&s)1 ds; 
19m:={q5~ W”~m([-r,a],R”); 4(t)-0 on [-r,O]} with the 
norrn~~&: := s;; I&s)1 ds and [I~$11 ,” := ess supsG Lo,a, Il(.s)l for 4~ WL;,“; 
A(6 PI := (4 E w:::; 11~11,” 6 P>; 
B(4 P) := (4E wa:o”; II4II;d); 
Bp:= {IjE WI,“?; ~Il+q’<p}. 
We will emphasize the norm 11. II,” when using it is the same way we did 
in Section 2, in order to avoid confusion between the two norms in WkF. 
For each CI > 0 and 4 E W’3m we define the element $E W1ym( [ -r, a], k) 
by&t):=d(t),if -r<t<Oand&t):=q5(O),ifO<t<a. 
It is easy to see that WA;; . is a closed subspace of W13m( [ -r, a], R”) 
and for any CI, /3 > 0 we have A(cc, j?) c B(a, a/?). 
Suppose r 20 is a given real number, q4 E W1,Oo, and f is a continuous 
function. For any r E [0, r], consider the initial value problem 
i(t) =f(x(t), x(t- T)) for t>O 
x(t) = 4(t) for -r<t<O. 
(3.1) 
A function x(t) is a solution of (3.1) if and only if x(t) = J(t) + z(t) and 
z(t) satisfies 
1 
0, if -r<t<O; 
z(c) = 
s :f.(~(o)+~(~),~(~--t)+z(~--t))ds, 
if t 2 0. 
For 4~ W1,m, ZE Wi:z, z E [0, r], we define the element T(z, 4, T) E W$ 
by 
I 
0, if -r<t<O; 
w, 4, T)(t) = 
l df(((O)fz(S),j(~-~)+Z(~-i))ds, 
if 0 <t < a. 
(3.2) 
Then a function x(t) is a solution of (3.1) on [0, a] if and only if 
x(t) = $(I) + z(t) and z = T(z, q5, t). 
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f: R*” -+ R” is Ck, k B 2, ZE [0, r], 4 E W’,“. 
Then the unique solution x(7, d)(t) if (3.1) is locally Lipschitz continuous in 
(z, 4), and for z E (0, r) it is continuously differentiable in (T, 4) for t on a 
compact interval of the domain of definition of x(z, 4). Furthermore, for any 
fixed z” > 0, x(7’, 4) is Ck in 4 and if 4” is any fixed Ck function then 
x(z, 4”) is Ckel in 7. 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove the theorem for t on an interval C-r, or], 
for small a. In this case the proof is a consequence of Theorem 2.7 and 
Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 below. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose f as in Theorem 3.1 and T is defined by (3.2). Then: 
(a) For any R > 0 there exist numbers u, /? > 0 such that T(B(a, UP) x 
B, x CO, rl) = @a, 40 and TMa, B) x B, x CO, VI) c 4x, P). 
(b) T is a (II.II t and 1). I/ :)-uniform contraction on B(cr, a/l). 
(c) T is lipschitzian on &cc, a/l) x B, x [0, r]. 
Proof: Since f is a C* function, there exist constants L > 0, M > 0 such 
that 
If(x, Y)l GM P,f(x, Y)l GM P,f(x, Y)l GM 
If(Xl~ Yl)-f(x*? Y2)l dL(lx, -x21 + IY,-Y2l) 
I~,f~~,~Y,~-~,f~~*~Y*~l~~~l~,-~*l+IY,-y*l~ 
(3.3) 
P,fh YJ-D,f(x,, Y2)l6L(lx,-x*l+ IY1--21) 
for (x7 Y), (x1, yl), (~2, y2) such that I4 IYL IxllT Ix2L 1~~1, Iv21 <3R. 
Let /I := A4 and c( d RIM. For z E B(a, a/?), 4 E B,, and r E [0, r] we have 
II T(z, 4, ~)I1 ,” = ess SUP If(W) + 4th 4(t - T)+ 4t - r))l G P. 
rE CO,al 
This proves that T(B(a, U/I) x B, x [0, r]) c A(cr, b). Since A(a, $) c 
B(cr, c$), we get the inclusions stated in (a). 
For z, w~B(a, afi), Q~E B,, ZE [0, r], we have 
II W, 4, z) - VW 4, ~111,” 
= ess sup If(4(0) + z(t), #(t-z) + z(t - 7)) 
f-5 CO.ll 
-f(m) + w(t), #(t-z) + w(t - T))l 
<Lesssup(Iz(t)-w(t)l+Iz(t--)-w(t--)I) 
fE co.*1 
< 2Lc! llz- wit,” 
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= J ; If(~(O)+z(t),~(1--z)-tz(t--)) 
-f(w) + w(t), &t- 7) + w(t - z))l dt 
dL ~(iz(t)-w(t)i+lz(l-z)--~(f-~)()dt 
c 
Now we choose a < (215) -I, and (b) is proved. 
To prove (c) we note that if z, w E &a, ap); 4, + E B,, 7, (r~ [0, r], then 
II Tk $4 2) - VW, $, ONI: 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose f as in Theorem 3.1 Then the operator T defined by 
(3.2) is continuously differentiable in B(u, a/?) x 8, x (0, r). T is Ck in z and 
4. Furthermore, if 4 is a ,fixed Ck function then T is Ck- ’ in 7. 
Proof The candidates to partial derivatives of T are the operators 
defined by 
Py if -rQt<Q 
(D, W, 0, z)h)(t) = J 
’ D,f(u(s), u(s)) 4s) ds 
o 
+ j; ~,f(u(s), u(s)) h(s - T) ds, if Odtda 
0, if -r<t<O 
CD, T(z, $9 z)h)(t) = 5 
’ ~,f(u(s), 4s) h(O) ds 
o 
+ J’ &fw), u(s)) hb - xl 4 if OQt6cr 
0 
(0, W, 4, r?)(t) 
O, 
I- 
if -r<t<O 
= 
5 
I 
D,f(u(s), u(s))(f(s- T) + i(t - z))h ds, if 0 G t < ~1, 
0 
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where U(S) = d(d) + z(s) and u(s) =&S-T) + z(s - z). Now we show that 
these operators are in fact partial derivatives of T and are continuous. 
Let ZE B(a, a/?), 4~ B,, TE (0, Y), and hi Wi;; such that z+h~ 
B(a, a/?). Using the Mean Value Theorem, we may write 
II T(z + h, 4,~) - T(z, 4, T)- D; Tb, ~4 ~Vll: 
< f ’ sup lD,f(u(s) + Ms), 4s) + && - 7)) 0 O<i.,<l 
- D,fWh ~(~)NW(~ - ~11 ds 
<2L s 1 (Ih(s)I + Ih(s-~)l)~ds 
and this implies that T has a partial derivative with respect o z. 
Since for (z, 4, T), (w, II/, a) E B(a, txfl) x B, x (0, Y), h E WA:;, with 
llhll~ < 1, we have 
IlDzW 4,7)h-D,T(w $2 Wdl: 
= s a IDxf(4s), Hs)) h(s) - kf(vW) + W(J), tits-v) 0 
+ w(s - CJ)) h(s)1 ds 
+ j; lD,fMs)> u(s)) 4s - z) - &fW(o) + w(s), W - ~1 
+w(s-o))h(s-a)1 ds 
dL s ; (Icw)-w)l+ Iz(s)-w(J)l+ M(s-~)-$b--)I 
+ Iz(s-z)- w(s--)I) 
. (I@)l + I& - ~11) +I&f-W), u(s))l I& - r)- & - 011) ds 
~L~(~~~-~~~~+~IIz-~II~+~(K(~)+K(z)+M)~~-~I) 
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(where K(4) and K( z are the Lipschitz constants of q5 and z), it follows ) 
that D, T is continuous. 
An induction argument shows that the kth derivative with respect to z, 
Dr T, exists and is continuous. 
Similar calculations show that T has continuous partial derivatives up to 
kth order with respect o q5. 
To show that T has a partial derivative with respect to z we note that, 
if we define d#:=d(s--r--/z-&-z) and dz:=z(s-z-h)-z(s-z), 
then we may write dq5 = -$(.r - z)h + hw,(s) and dz = -i(s - z)h + hqJ.r), 
a.e. in s, and o,,(s) -+ 0, ~Js) + 0, as h + 0, a.e. in s, and then 
II T(z, 4, z + h) - T(z, 4,~) -D, T(z, 4, ~)W: 
= s (y If(4J), 4s) + 4 + AZ) -f(dS), 4s)) 
+ Dvf(u(s), W,(& - 7) + i(s - z))hl ds 
d s ; If(4sh Gs) + & + AZ) -f(e), 4s)) 
+ j; ID,fM4,4~))l(l~hh + Irl&)l)(l4 ds 
< j’ (Id41 + Idzl)* ds + Mlh j’ (b&)l + Iv,ds)l) ds. 
0 0 
It is easy to see that j; ([+I + ldzl)* dsda(K(d) +K(z))lh)*. Since 
l%b)l + Ivh(s)l <W(d) + K(z)) and lwAs)l + Ivh(s)l --t 0, as h -+ 0, it 
follows from the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem that 
s + 0, as h + 0. Thus T has a partial derivative with J,~,‘dlJ;f ,’ Iv&N) d 
Now let z, w E B(a, a/3), 4, II/ E B,, t, Q E (6, r) 
IID, T(z, 4,~) -D, T(wv ICI, dl:. 
OL = 5 lD,f(4s), W&s-~) +i(s - ~1) 0 
- D,f(W) + w(s), $(s - a) + z(s - c))(j(s- CT) + i(s - a))/ ds 
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GL 5 f (I4(o)-w)l+ Ids)-w(s)1 + li(s-+$(-J)l 
+ Iz(s - 7) - w(s - 0)l) 
+&.)I + Iti(s--)()ds 
+Ml; (I&-T)-$(s-.)I + (i(s-t)-ii+-o)l)ds 
6 (M+2L(R+ap))(ll~-II/II’+ lb-wll:)+ W(4+)+@))b-~l 
+M( (I&-+&s-a)1 + (i(s-z)-i(s-o)I)ds. 
Since ]$I and Ii/ are integrable we have jz (]&s-z) - $(s- a)] + 
li(s - r) - i(s - o)l ) ds + 0, as c -+ r, and hence D, T is continuous. Similar 
computations show that if 4 is Ck, then D:- ‘T exists and is continuous. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
4. REMARKS 
(i) We may do the same computations of Section 3 for an equation 
with finitely many delays T,, . . . . rP. For each j, 1 Q j < p, we fix zl, . . . . zj - 1, 
tj + 1, . ..) tp in the corresponding operator T(z, 4, z,, . . . . rP) and get for zj 
the same regularity properties as in Section 3. Then we may conclude that 
the solution x(zr, . . . . rP; 4) is continuously differentiable in (tr, . . . . zP; 4); is 
Ck in 4, and for any fixed Ck function 4, x(r,, . . . . zP; 4) is CkP1 in 
(z 1, . . . . q. 
(ii) Similar results hold (and the proofs are the same as in Section 3) 
if the delays are functions of t. To simplify notation we state this result for 
an equation with a single delay r = z(t) which is a continuous function of 
t. For a fixed real number CI > 0 consider the Banach space C( [0, a], R) 
with the topology of uniform convergence and its open subset 
0 := {r E C( [0, a], R); z(t) E (0, Y), for t E [0, a]}. Using essentially the 
same arguments as in Section 3 we prove that the solution x(r, $), r E 0, 
$bE wl,m, is continuously differentiable in (T, 4). For any fixed T’ E 0, 
x(t”, 4) is Ck in 4 and if 4’ is a fixed Ck function, then x(r, 4’) is Ck- ’ 
in r. 
(iii) If a solution is defined and bounded on R, then it is as smooth in 
t as f: Therefore, the initial value is Ck iffis Ck and so we have smoothness 
in r. 
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(iv) If Equation (3.1) is point dissipative, then [4, Theorem 2.4.71 
implies that there exists a global attractor and so every element of the 
attractor is Ck. 
(v) If f is analytic, then the elements of the attractor are analytic. 
Using Theorem 2.7 we may conclude that X(T, 4) is analytic. 
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